
Pure White White Honey Alabaster 46 Bone 38 Beige

Navy Blue Hunter Green Anastasia Emerald Calypso Laguna

Candy Apple Earth Red Garnet Rosewood Plum

Cinnamon Indiana Clay Paprika Peach Mauve Dust

Russian Sky Teal Blue Evening Shadows Violet

Black Charcoal Dove Gray Gray Greige

37 DESIGNER COLOR SELECTIONS

FINISH  SELECTIONS

Smooth finish: A durable smooth finish that can be used indoors and outdoors. You can select from 37 different colors. All of 
these colors will have uv stabilizers formulated for outstanding durability. These colors come in a matte or gloss sheen.

Textured finish: A durable orange peel finish that can be used indoors and outdoors. You can select from 37 different colors.

All of these colors will have uv stabilizers formulated for outstanding durability. These colors come in matte or gloss.

Poly-Lite Crete (rough stone): A light weight stone composite material. The product is a combination of polyester resins 

integrated with sand and other aggregate properties. This finish can be used indoors and outdoors. This finish comes in 37 different 

colors.This finish has the look and feel of rough stone.

Feather-Lite Crete (smooth stone): A light weight stone composite material. The product is a combination of polyester resins

integrated with fine sand and other aggregate properties. This finish can be used indoors and outdoors. This finish comes in 37 

different  solid colors and 14 antique colors. This finish has the look and feel of a terra cotta clay pot.

l l l

All colors shown are printed representations. Actual colors may vary. If color match is critical please request an actual sample.

37 DESIGNER COLOR SELECTIONS
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Multi Spec Greystone 

Copper Metal Gold Metal Stainless Steel Metal Bronze Metal

Multi Spec Sandstone Multi Spec Whitestone


